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The experience of parents from the Global South pursuing doctoral studies in North America while raising children remains a largely unexplored topic. Related current literature, such as Christopher Dana Lynn’s recent commentary in Anthropology News (49[6]:16), has focused on parents studying in their home countries. Of significance is the particular lack of writing about international single parents pursuing anthropology PhDs.

We started our PhD programs in anthropology in 2003 as single mothers of a four-year old from Ecuador (Viteri), and a seven-week old and a six-year old from Kenya (Lusambili). We each completed our programs at American University in Washington DC within four years. In this article, we discuss our experiences raising children and pursuing our careers in the US during this period. Confronting the perception of children as (only) barriers to completing graduate work, we illustrate how children and parents can together simultaneously deal with the challenges of a migratory experience and benefit from opportunities to learn in the field and classroom.

Commentary

Viteri’s Journey from Ecuador

When I received American University’s acceptance letter for my PhD in cultural anthropology with a concentration on race, gender and social justice, I pictured myself continuing what I had done in my home country: studying, working and caring for my daughter, Simone. But I was unsure how this would all play out in a foreign setting with a different language. Would my experience in a foreign setting with a different language be an advantage, or would it be a disadvantage? I was always focused on preparing tortillas at home. Simone and I would come home frustrated, telling me how she corrected her teacher’s assumption by stating “Ecuadorians don’t eat tortillas. We eat bread.” She was already countering the US’s homogenization of Latinos and Hispanics as one cohesive unit for which many people’s only reference is a Mexican culture. This experience reflects just one way in which her migratory experience through my graduate education has been both challenging and enriching.

Lusambili’s Journey from Kenya

International graduate students who are also parents experience a unique set of challenges. Like many others, my experience was impacted by limited social networks, financial instability, language barriers, cultural differences and immigration issues. Simultaneously, I worked to manage the competing needs of raising children, such as paying childcare expenses and having sufficient time to schedule and attend medical appointments, organize play dates, attend parent-teacher conferences, participate in children’s school activities and assist children with homework. A child’s needs can compete with academic and professional needs such that finding time to attend conferences and classes, write papers, plan research and work part-time to pay rent and purchase insurance can be a challenge. One must also assist children in coping with the conflicting cultural experiences encountered in a new environment while also personally coping with those same issues.

I enrolled in graduate school at American University in spring 2003, knowing that it would be difficult. As an international student from Kenya with two children—two months and six years old—I expected tough times. I knew that there were things I would miss out on: close ties with family in Kenya, entertaining friends, and attending academic and professional conferences. The situation became more complicated when my husband’s US visa renewal was denied in 2004, implying that I had to become a single parent. My marriage added to the list of the many things that suffered in this process, and increased the time I needed to take care of the children. I considered myself different from most graduate students, and thus had to develop a unique graduate school strategy.

Although raising children as a graduate student was at points overwhelming, I refused to look at them as hardships and instead saw them as a motivating factor. I spoke to them about what I was doing and in the evening we studied together and discussed our progress in school. Three years into my PhD program, my son was nine. Although he did not understand much about graduate work, he knew my advisor (Dolores Koenig), my research topic, what days I had classes, and where I searched for books in the library. He spontaneously explained my research topic whenever people asked about it. My children looked forward to the day I would finish my PhD as they felt they were part of this process. They attended my dissertation defense and were proud when I finally received the PhD. Although I missed attending many academic conferences and put friends and extended family on the back burner, I now look back and realize that my children enjoyed the experience and benefited from the time spent with me during the PhD process.
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